Memory Verse Games
Allow students to refer to the Memory Verse Poster during the games. You may want to cover it up after a few weeks for more of a
challenge.

Down the Line
Say your part of the verse while passing the spoon—under your
left leg with your right hand, that is!

Materials
Passing Cards
Plastic spoon

Cotton ball
Container

Instructions
Print and cut out one set of the Passing Cards and put them into
a container. Have the students line up facing you. Put a cotton
ball into the plastic spoon and give it to the student on one end
of the line.

Draw a card from the container. The students must pass the
spoon from one end of the line and back again according
to what the card says, keeping the cotton ball on the spoon
(without touching it). For example, they may have to pass the
spoon with their left hand or under their right leg! As they pass
the spoon, they each must say the next word in the memory
verse. If the cotton ball falls or someone says the wrong word,
you may have the students start the verse over. Repeat with a
new card until the verse has been recited several times.
Try using a larger spoon and balancing a small orange or boiled
egg on it!

Egg Hunt
Hunt for all the parts of the memory verse hidden in the eggs!
This game can be played all year round. The plastic eggs just
happen to be great little containers that can be hidden easily.

Materials
Strips of paper
Plastic Easter eggs

Instructions
Write the memory verse on strips of paper with one or two
words on each strip. Put one strip inside of each plastic Easter
egg. Hide all the eggs around the room.
Have the students search for the eggs and bring them back to
their table. They will open the eggs and work together to put the
verse in the proper order.
For a larger class, prepare more than one set of eggs (sorted by
colors for different teams). Students can work in teams to collect
and construct the verse.

Look Behind You
“What does mine say?” “Turn around!” “You go here.” Students
help each other get in the right order according to the signs on
their backs in this crazy group game.

Materials
Index cards
Masking tape

Instructions
Write one or two words from the memory verse on each index
card. Tape cards onto students’ backs. Students will work
together to put themselves in order according to the memory
verse. Once they think they are standing in order, check the
verse by reading the words out loud according to how they are
standing.
If you have more cards than students, tape more than one card
in the proper order on some students. Repeat the game so all
students get to participate.
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Now You See It
Start out with all the words, erase them one by one. Can you still
say the verse?

Materials
White board
Marker and eraser for white board

Instructions
Write the memory verse on the board. Recite the verse together.
Choose a student to come up to the board and erase one or two
words at a time. Have the class recite the entire verse each time
another word is erased. Continue erasing words and reciting until
all of the words are gone. Then ask students to try reciting the
whole verse without any words left on the board.

Popcorn
Students “pop” up as they say their part of the memory verse.
Start out slowly and see how fast you can go!

Materials
None

Instructions

student take turns “popping” up as they say the next word then
squat back down. Repeat.
You may want to divide the class into two groups. Have the first
group pop up and say the first word then squat back down. Then
the second group pops up saying the next word and squats back
down and so on until the verse is completed. Repeat—going
faster and faster!

Have students squat down in a circle. Begin by saying the first
word in the memory verse. As you go around the circle, have each

Review Card Relay
“On your mark, get set, go!” Teams will race to put the memory
verse cards in order.

Randomly lay out each set of cards facedown on the floor—one
set for each team. Put a piece of poster putty or tape on each one.

Materials

Have teams line up away from the cards. When the relay begins,
the first person in each line will race to the cards, pick one up,
and put it on the wall or board. As the relay continues, students
will put each card on the board in the proper order. They may
need to rearrange the cards to fit others.

Index cards
Tape or poster putty

Instructions
Write one or two words from the memory verse on each index
card. Make one set for each team. Divide the class into teams.

When finished, have the class read the verse aloud together.
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Stack Em Up
Teams of two will stack the cups in the right order. Add a timer or
make it a race!

Materials
Colored markers
Styrofoam or plastic cups with the memory verse written on
them for each team
Optional: timer

Instructions
Turn each cup upside down so the stack will have a wide base.
On the rim of each cup, write one or two words from the memory
verse, including the reference. Make sure the words show when
the next cup is stacked on top of it. (See picture at right.)
Mix up the cups and have teams stack them up in the correct
order. Have teams race against each other or time them as they
stack the cups in the correct order.

Your Turn
Students recite the verse taking turns back and forth. Will they
remember their parts?

Materials
Optional: timer

Instructions

with the first word of the memory verse. Then the other student
must say the next word. Keep going back and forth until the verse
is completed. If a student makes a mistake or can’t remember the
right word, allow another pair to try.
After everyone has had a turn, mix up the pairs and repeat. Have
students race against a timer for an extra challenge.

Pair the students together. Have each pair stand back to back.
Allow pairs to take turns reciting the verse. One student begins
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